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The Global Summit on Social Responsibility

Leveraging the Power of Associations for a New Magnitude of Leadership
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“As an association community, it would be pertinent to start best-practice
sharing ideas that the organizations can take. . . Let’s start doing very practical,
concrete easy steps. . . It’s about creating a movement.”
—Thomas Reiser, Director, International Society of Nephrology
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From International Summit to Global Movement:
Delivering on Our Potential
Dear Association Colleague:

It’s not every day that you get a chance to step away from your long to-do list and concentrate solely on what really
matters—making a positive difference. A difference in the lives of your members; your organization; your industry,
profession, or cause; your nation; your world, and most especially, yourself.

For three days, more than 800 people gathered virtually and in person, from Wisconsin to Singapore, to do exactly
that: explore how to “leverage the power of associations for a new magnitude of leadership” in the area of social
responsibility.

This landmark Global Summit for Social Responsibility, convened by ASAE & The Center for Association Leadership,
moved us to “discover, dream, design, and define” our preferred destinies—our desired futures as organizations and
individuals in a world we committed to alter for the better.

Our report shares highlights of this pioneering event and summarizes many post-Summit activities. But these pages are
only a first chapter in what we are confident will be a very long story, a travel log of a journey to a healthier planet
co-created in part by ever-stronger organizations that embraced social responsibility at every level.

In other words, a movement has begun. Barely a month after the Summit, we already have numerous tangible actions
underway, including more than 20 working groups, an ever-growing list of industry-wide social responsibility initiatives,
open exploration of new alliances and tools, and remarkable optimism and energy.

Some of the post-Summit news is at the global scale. Representatives from the United Nations, for instance, were so
impressed with the ideas and dedication voiced at the event, that they are regularly advising the working group tasked
with developing a voluntary set of social responsibility principles for adoption by associations worldwide.

But much of the most powerful news is at a distinctly smaller scale. Many Summit attendees took time to write and
publicly post their pledges to enact social responsibility in a variety of ways, whether through their organizations,
within their personal lives, or both. To those folks, we say a special “thank you,” as we do to all 800 attendees who
took time from hectic schedules to look beyond themselves and their associations for the greater good.
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As we have said before, ASAE & The Center are fully committed to moving forward the exciting projects launched at
the Summit. For our two organizations, “next steps” include presenting the many opportunities emerging from the
Summit to the ASAE and Center boards. Those volunteer leaders will decide on the social responsibility roles that best
align with our own core competencies and mission and, thus, best serve you, our members.

We know many organizations are having similar thoughtful discussions. So much is possible! The combined
memberships of your organization and others who belong to ASAE & The Center represent an astonishing 287 million
people. No wonder one of our key Summit advisors, Appreciative Inquiry developer David Cooperrider, Ph.D., of
Case Western Reserve University—not to mention renowned economist Jeffrey Sachs--credits the association sector’s
involvement as the likely tipping point for resolution of such serious problems as world poverty.

Susan Sarfati, CAE
President & CEO
The Center for Association Leadership &
Executive Vice President, ASAE

Again, thank you to those members who attended the Summit, and advance thanks to all of our members and business
partners for taking time to read this report and consider how you and your organization might get involved in both
our Social Responsibility Initiative and the larger movement you can help build.

John H. Graham, IV, CAE
President & CEO
ASAE
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“Associations willing to embrace the opportunities of socially responsible innovation
can change the rules of the game and lead our community toward
a remarkable and sustainable future.”
—Jeff De Cagna, Chief Strategist and Founder, Principled Innovation LLC
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A Global Summit Launches a Global Social Responsibility Movement
Full Report

Cooperrider used AI as a catalyst to unleash hundreds of positive thoughts
and ideas. As the Summit progressed, the AI process of “Discover, Dream,
Design, and Destiny” brought new types of energy and interaction to each
day’s events.

“What might happen if the association world came together in a concentrated and dedicated way to unite the strengths of associations with the
opportunities to create win-win scenarios and solutions for their
members—wins for the world, wins for themselves,” asked facilitator
David Cooperrider, Ph.D., who introduced participants to the strengthsdriven “appreciative inquiry” (AI) process he founded. “And what might
the future of our world look like if we magnify that focus by a factor of
10 times or 100 times?”

From the start, the Summit was driven by active participation and insights
from diverse stakeholders, which included professionals from trade
associations, professional societies, philanthropic organizations, consultants, suppliers to the association community, and others. The project
initiatives they built during the Summit, together with their strong beliefs
and personal commitments made throughout the event, created a strong
foundation for the association social responsibility movement.

In every generation, there are people of courage.
People with courage to take on the major social problems of the day.
People with courage to inspire others together to “scale up” and make a difference.
In 2008, these people of courage are in the association community.

Their journey together began April 30 – May 2, 2008, at the Global
Summit on Social Responsibility, where more than 800 executives from
around the world united their visions for a better future.
The Summit, held at the Gaylord National Resort & Conference Center
near Washington, DC, was a hub for three days of enthusiastic commitment that created a roadmap for a social responsibility movement in the
association profession that may eventually be felt across every major
profession, industry, and cause in the world.
Nineteen “connected sites” across the United States and around the world
allowed 400 plus people to participate live through technology, bringing
global perspective from a wide range of stakeholders to the Summit in
real time.
“The Summit marked the launch of a new magnitude of socially responsible leadership,” said Susan Sarfati, CAE, President & CEO of the Center
for Association Leadership, Executive Vice President of ASAE and the
principal architect of the Summit. “It produced an astonishing range of
working groups, new alliances, dozens of personal and organizational
pledges, and get-it-done momentum and creativity. It exceeded all our
expectations.”
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Day One was an opportunity for participants to discover stories about
personal and professional social responsibility initiatives from each other
and from several world-class leaders. This process immediately engaged
stakeholders from all sectors of the association community, who were
strategically located at tables where they could most benefit from a strong
diversity of ideas and examples.
On Day Two, the camaraderie built on Day One was transformed into a
flood of amazing creativity and excitement as participants actively imagined what a future of successful social responsibility initiatives driven by
the association community would look like. Group after group took the
stage to present future-oriented mock newscasts, Webcasts, and even
television reality shows that showed what the future can hold.
Day Three focused on results as groups used their ideas and inspiration
to develop several prototype programs that will drive a young social
responsibility movement forward. Many participants also filled out Social
Responsibility Commitment Cards to reinforce their desire and plans to
follow through with a number of the program ideas.
Cooperrider called the Summit “an experiment to bring together the virtual
and the face-to-face in a way that moves us to take action, moves us to
identify our common ground, and moves us to share our strengths and
celebrate successes and build on the innovations that are out there.”

Summit Goals

Part of the Summit “experiment” meant learning to let go of specific expectations and tightly defined goals to allow participants to jointly generate tangible
outcomes and a framework in which people could strengthen and broaden their
collaborations. The resulting goals for the Summit became as follows:

1. Making the Business Case for Social Responsibility: to discover the
root factors of mutual benefit and analyze how “doing good and
doing well” can be mutually reinforcing, that is, good for the world
and good for associations seeking to deliver on their core mission to
truly serve their members.

2. Identifying the Unique Competencies and Capacities that Associations Bring to Social Responsibility: to ask the question, “What do
associations do best, and how can these capabilities be effectively
leveraged to help us advance a new magnitude of socially responsible leadership?”

3. Identifying Opportunities that the Association World Can Uniquely
Respond: to explore the most exciting or important opportunities for
action based on the association community’s diverse set of strengths
and our emerging vision of a better world.

4. Generating Guiding Principles of Social Responsibility for
Associations: to articulate a set of principles reflecting our beliefs
about social responsibility and crafting a voluntary framework that
provides a way to better connect like-minded but diverse sets of
associations.

5. Sharing Strengths and Celebrating Successes: to explore how associations are catalyzing innovations in social responsibility by helping
industries, professions, and communities solve complex economic,
social, and environmental problems while simultaneously creating
healthier organizations.

6. Taking Action: to design pilot projects and initiatives that serve to
(1) empower and enrich current SR initiatives of individuals and their
associations, (2) facilitate cross-sector collaborations and new initiatives between associations, and (3) connect the entire association
community in ways that help us expand and build a new magnitude
of socially responsible leadership.
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The Power of Imagination
Throughout the Summit, participants voiced a common passion for social
responsibility and enthusiastically brought their unique intellectual perspectives to the collaborative planning process. It was an empowering
experience driven by ideas and content generated by participants—not
speakers—that built a foundation for social responsibility movement.
One of the most powerful aspects of the Summit was the ability of participants to imagine a future where associations play a central role in social
responsibility initiatives.
At one point, more than 100 participants lined up to take turns at the
microphone describing their vision or idea about how associations can
promote social responsibility. It was a powerful sign that social responsibility is a commitment that touches the hearts of people and can motivate
them to action. Ideas both large and small included:
t $SFBUFBi#SJHIU-JHIU/FUXPSLwPSHBOJ[BUJPOUPTIJOFMJHIUPOHPPE
SR accomplishments around the world and identify where needs are
still unmet.
t $SFBUFBTFUPGi%P4PNFUIJOH1SJODJQMFTwUPJODMVEFDPOOFDUJPO
building, cooperation, collaboration, learning and knowledge
sharing, and innovation.
t &OHBHFBTTPDJBUJPOTXJUIFYQFSUJTFJOTPMWJOHXBUFSTIPSUBHFTBOE
create the International Clean Water Initiative.
t %FmOFUIFi4FWFO8POEFSTPG4PDJBM3FTQPOTJCJMJUZw&EVDBUJPO 
Environment, Peace and Security, Health, Prosperity, Social Justice,
and Innovation/Technology. Define goals for each and convene
summit events on each one.
t $SFBUFBOPOMJOFGPSVNPSDMFBSJOHIPVTFUPQSPWJEFSFTPVSDFTBOE
match nonprofit organizations that need help with associations that
have resources to give.
t %FWFMPQBOPOMJOFTPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZUPPMLJUXJUIBMJTUPGCFOFmUT
of SR to associations, a library of best practices, conversationstarters, project management tools, templates, branding tools, and
other resources.

t $SFBUFBO"TTPDJBUJPO4PDJBM3FTQPOTJCJMJUZ4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ"XBSE
program.

t 1SPNPUFBiUSJQMFCPUUPNMJOFwPGiDPOTVNFSWBMVF SFWFOVF BOE
social impact” to illustrate how net revenue is not the only measure
of success.

t *OJUJBUFTJTUFSDJUZQSPHSBNTGPSBTTPDJBUJPOTTPUIFZDBODPOUSJCVUF
things to cities in impoverished areas.

t 3FEVDFFOFSHZVTFBOEXBTUFBUBTTPDJBUJPONFFUJOHTUPTFUBO
example for the rest of the world.

t "EETPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZDPNQPOFOUTUPUIF$"&BOE$.1
certification programs.

t $SFBUFBNPOUIMZTPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZJEFBTXBQBOEMJTUTFSW

Global Engagement

The Summit was a groundbreaking model for live and virtual event participation, with real-time links to 19 connected face-to-face sites throughout
the United States and world, and hundreds more participants joining in
through virtual computer and telephone links.

Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, in his video greeting, reflected the
attitudes of many participants engaged in the Summit from far-flung locations: “Social responsibility is a huge issue in the world today. Through the
associations represented by its members, ASAE & The Center can reach
287 million people around the world. But it’s you—the individual people,
the members of ASAE & The Center--who can make the difference. It’s you
who have to take the idea of social responsibility and translate it into action on the ground. I know with your energy, your determination, and your
commitment, and the backing of ASAE & The Center, you can really make
a difference.”

That “action-on-the-ground” was clear during the daily roll calls and
reports shared by the global sites, and virtual participants added valuable
perspective and ideas.
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From Brussels, for example, participants talked about how social responsibility has already been heavily integrated into the association and business world, providing models for action. In Asia, it was noted the culture
of modesty often precludes learning about examples of social responsibility, a challenge that needs to be overcome.
In Shanghai, participants told personal stories of leadership and change,
and explored definitions of social responsibility, especially comparing differences between how the term is defined in China versus other nations.
The Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE) brought international
delegates from the Philippines, Columbia, Montenegro, and Indonesia to
the live site at Gaylord National. These participants will take the
Summit ideas and concept back to their countries and offer a Summit
for their stakeholders in the near future.
“We are one single interconnected web with everyone everywhere on
this planet,” emphasized Pascal Kaplan, CEO and architect of iCohere,
Inc., the company that managed the web technology and strategy required to ensure optimal inclusion of a diverse global community. “We are
inseparable. Boundaries and differences are illusory. Coming together today for the purposes of this Summit is striking evidence that we are all one
on this planet, and we need to align our lives and our thinking around this
one fundamental truth.”

Connected sites were as follows:
U.S.-Based Sites

t "NFSJDBO4PDJFUZGPS2VBMJUZ7JTJU.JMXBVLFF8JTDPOTJO4PDJFUZPG
Association Executives
t "TTPDJBUJPO'PSVNPG$IJDBHPMBOE

t $BMJGPSOJB4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT-PT"OHFMFT#BS"TTPciation – Los Angeles

t $BMJGPSOJB4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT5IF4BGFUZ$FOUFSo
Sacramento
t 7JTJU$IBSMPUUF

t $MFWFMBOE 0IJPo/PSUIFSO0IJP&MFDUSJDBM$POUSBDUPST
Association/Independent Electrical Contractors

t 0IJP4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFTo%VCMJO0IJP

t 'MPSJEB4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT5BMMBIBTTFF4PDJFUZPG
Association Executives/Tallahassee Community College

t (FPSHJB4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT

t .JEXFTU4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT

t /FX.FYJDP4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT/FX.FYJDP
Association for the Education of Young Children

t 5FYBT4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT

t 8BTIJOHUPO4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT

t -BLFXPPE$BSFT$PNNVOJUZ'PSVN-BLFXPPE 0IJP
International Sites

t #SVTTFMTo&VSPQFBO4PDJFUZPG"TTPDJBUJPO&YFDVUJWFT*OUFSFM.$*
Brussels
t 4JOHBQPSFo.$*4JOHBQPSF

t 4IBOHIBJo,POH"MMFO--$.$*4IBOHIBJ

t %VCBJo$43/FUXPSL.JEEMF&BTU.$*%VCBJ.$*"CV%IBCJ

t .FMCPVSOFo4VDDFTT8PSLT"VTUSBMJB
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“The Summit and its content should be a major priority for our global association community.
Associations are the “great communicators” that connect industries and professions and
have the potential to make dramatic change through the exchange of information and proactive advocacy
of best practices and models. The only question that remains is: Can we step into the breach?”

—Stephen C. Carey, Ph.D., CAE, President & CEO, Association Marketing and Management Resources
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The broad stakeholder involvement demonstrates what Cooperrider highlighted as the powerful potential that associations offer.
“Associations are helping the world scale up,” he declared. “They are
spreading learning and promising solutions. They are creating awards
that spotlight member innovation. They’re using their unique capacity to
convene and connect and catalyze innovation in virtually every sphere of
social, environmental, and economic change. Associations play a special role in our world and they have the power to transform society for
the better. They have staff whose professional and personal lives that are
ignited by the spirit of service, and with memberships that touches millions
of individuals and organizations. Associations are really poised to serve
as agents of world benefit. The next phases of social responsibility are
to engage new management tools and strategic initiatives for advancing
what we might call sustainable value.”

Projects and Initiatives
An exciting component of the Summit was a “rapid prototyping” exercise
used as part of the Appreciative Inquiry planning process. In it, more than
a dozen groups took project ideas, quickly developed prototype programs, and delivered short presentations.
These created 23 ongoing social responsibility projects that are now combined into 16 ongoing initiatives at the core of the ASAE & The Center
social responsibility movement. They include the following:
t Associations for Public Policy Dialogue and Action – “Someone
needs to create the space for discussion about meaningful policy”
about basic survival issues facing millions of people around the
world,” according to the group that developed this concept.
Associations can convene the dialogue for change and provide
opportunities for action.
t Global Aging: Elders as an Opportunity and a Resource – This
group is exploring increasing awareness of the strengths and
opportunities ‘elders’ bring/offer as well as capturing the wisdom

of elders to enrich Social Responsibility efforts and glean useful,
valuable knowledge from a generation that will make our Social
Responsibility efforts stronger.

t Global Capacity: All Welcome – “Global” implies all-inclusive participation, affirming that all people are equal, whereby each person’s
value in this world is recognized and supported by basic rights of
equal opportunity, fair and equal access to communication, and the
chance to be heard in order to resolve the most pressing problems.
This is a worldwide people-helping-people project, engaging each
individual in exploring and problem-solving for a more livable,
sustainable world. Our most pressing needs are clean water and air,
sustainable food and energy, shelter and access to basic health necessities. To meet these basic human needs, we must provide maximum
feasible participation and public education through nationwide,
regional and global communication vehicles aimed at solving mutual
problems through collaboration and facilitation.

t Global Connections – This initiative is to create a virtual SR clearinghouse that connects needs with the resources that associations
can provide. For example, a situation or challenge could be posted
along with the essential resources required. Associations could view
these resource needs and identify what they and their members
could offer. A database with profiles of associations and their
members would be part of it. As projects are pursued, experiences
would be documented so people involved in future projects can see
how previous challenges were met.

t Global Partners for Social Responsibility – This project is exploring
how to facilitate strategic partnerships among nonprofit organizations with needs and associations that have help to give. A possible
website where this could be coordinated is www.srmatchup.com.

t Guiding Principles for Socially Responsible Associations – This initiative will create principles modeled after a set of principles contained
in the United Nations Global Compact (www.unglobalcompact.org).
In the Global Compact, 10 universally accepted principles define
objectives in the areas of human rights, labor, the environment, and
anti-corruption
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t One World Award – This project is developing an awards program
with a name such as the “Global Awards for Social Responsibility”
to be presented in three categories: humanitarian, environmental,
and economic justice. Winners would be recognized for leadership
in areas such as the application of new technology, new ideas,
replicability, and outcomes. It will be coordinated with the existing
ASAE & The Center Associations Make a Better World Award.
t Organizational Structures – The group that developed this initiative
is creating a structure in which associations can participate in SR
programs with other associations. It is guided by “Three Es: Engage,
Empower, Equip.”
t Quality of Life for All: A Model Village – This initiative explores
how associations can improve the quality of life for people across
the globe and develop sustainable programs to maintain it. An
educational toolkit and other tools such as a web site that includes a
clearinghouse of available resources could be used to facilitate this.
The group that presented this project talked about identifying the top
five ideas that might work and developing them.
t Recycle and Free-cycle – This project is focusing on finding ways that
associations can reduce the amount of materials they produce, more
efficiently distribute leftover food, and donate unused items. One
possible name offered is “SHAREcycle.”
t SR Innovation at the Edge – Implementing the best technology to
support SR initiatives was the focus of this group. Maintaining a
communications capacity throughout the social responsibility movement was identified as a priority to enable projects and initiatives to
succeed.
t SR on Tap – Recognizing that education and intergenerational leadership will be critical to SR programs, this group envisions launching
pilot programs to demonstrate how SR initiatives can succeed. The
programs will be flexible and scalable.
t SR Toolbox – This initiative is focused on creating an online toolbox
of templates, resources, and networks for association professionals,
helping them work with volunteer leaders and other constituents to
advance social responsibility.

t Starfish Community Network – This project was inspired by the idea
that even on a beach filled with thousands of stranded starfish, a
person can make a difference by saving even one starfish. So it is
with social responsibility – even a small program does some good.
The group is creating a community sustainability plan to use with a
variety of groups that will include online resources and a toolkit.

t International Clean Water Initiative – Inspired by economist Jeffrey
Sachs’ stories of regional water shortages, this initiative focuses on
developing a series of local projects to help communities obtain
clean, safe, accessible water through sustainable low-tech solutions.

t Seven Wonders of the Socially Responsible World – This project
identifies goals in seven areas, including education, environment,
peace and security, health, prosperity, social justice, and innovation/technology. The group hopes to convene Appreciative Inquiry
summits on each of these topics.

These prototype projects for the ASAE & The Center Social Responsibility
Movement are developing online at iCohere’s virtual collaboration platform, www.asaecenterorg/globalsummit, where Summit participants are
building on the momentum of the Summit to continue their collaboration
and work in each area.
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“Associations and nonprofit organizations represent nearly 300 million people around the world,
from every profession, industry and cause imaginable. Think about the energy, the power we can harness
by working together to do good for our communities and at the same time
creating healthy organizations committed to social responsibility.”
—John H. Graham IV, CAE, President and CEO, ASAE
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Jeffrey Sachs is the director of The Earth Institute at Columbia University.

Sachs said he is ready to listen to anyone who wants to contact him
about solving world problems and offered his e-mail address:
sachs@ei.columbia.edu.

He also urged everyone to learn more about the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals: “We are halfway to the 15-year deadline. I want to
see the Millennium Development Goals mentioned in the next presidential
inaugural address to show the world we are on the side of eliminating
poverty.”

Referencing Tom Brokaw’s characterization of the World-War II era generation as “The Greatest Generation” because of their fights for greater
freedoms, Sachs called today’s people “The Privileged Generation”
because they possess the knowledge and power to make a difference in
the world.

“My basic philosophy is that every major profession and business has
something to add to the solution. They can’t usually add everything,
because there is a division of labor, knowledge, responsibility, and
financing. But there is something they can add, and we have to operate
to ensure that each part of the solution is at the table and making that
part of the contribution to the entire solution.”

he explained about his current work at the Earth Institute at Columbia
University. “I am painfully aware of how many solutions there are to these
problems because of the knowledge I receive from those around me. I
would go crazy if I didn’t think there were solutions… I spend a lot of my
time with political leaders. There is a big gap between what is known
about the risks and what politicians understand. It is scary. All people with
professional roles have a responsibility to change this.”

Inspiration from Economist Jeffrey Sachs
Inspiring stories were everywhere during the Summit, but one of the most
moving perspectives came from economist Jeffrey Sachs, Ph.D., author of
the new book Common Wealth, whose recommended strategy for solving
global problems was chosen as the top idea in Time magazine’s recent
cover story, “10 Ideas That Are Changing the World.”
His approach centers around the issues required to accomplish the United
Nations’ Millennium Development Goals, including rebalancing economics
and geopolitics, achieving sustainable development, protecting the environment, eliminating poverty, and stabilizing the world’s population. Sachs
serves as a special advisor to the United Nations.
At the Summit, Sachs observed, “Inherently you [as associations] have
reach, scale, and expertise. You have already made a huge difference in
economies around the world. But you have an opportunity to do more.”
His plea to the world and to associations is to act before it is too late
on major issues such as worsening water shortages and development of
alternative energy.
“Nobody can solve these problems on their own, and businesses are not
charities,” he acknowledged. “I would like businesses to first do a little bit
of loss-leader activity to show models of how their technology can work—
show how they can add to this problem-solving. Technology and organizational know-how are critical to problem solving. Mix in some goodwill
and some public financing, and you have a model that can be taken to
scale. That is what organizations need to do.”
Mixing with participants, Sachs expressed confidence that associations
could indeed be the missing tipping point factor for breakthrough solutions. “My daily life is listening to warnings from all types of specialists
like physicists, geologists, infectious disease specialists, and others,”
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“Sustainability is finding a way to take care of our needs while
considering the needs of our children and the generations to come.”
Chuck Fowler, President & CEO, Fairmount Minerals
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Perspective from Frances Hesselbein
Although few formal presentations were given during the Summit, organizational icon Frances Hesselbein, Chair and Founding President
of the Leader to Leader Institute, an organization established by Peter
Drucker in 1990, was invited to offer her views on the event to the
wider group.
“Face to face we examined massive economic social and environmental problems,” she said. “ASAE & The Center have a special responsibility. We are called to address these challenges. Our collaborations
will ensure a viable and relevant future for associations.”
Hesselbein recalled that Drucker frequently talked about two primary
organizational responsibilities. “One is to be effective and successful,” she said. “The second is the responsibility to the community.” She
pleaded with associations to step up and help solve problems such
as the education crisis now facing New York City, where hundreds of
thousands of children will not graduate with a high school diploma.
“They have no hope, no future,” she observed. “Who will change
their lives? We look to you and your associations. Peter Drucker often
talked about associations as the sector that might save society.”
Frances Hesselbein is chairman of the Board of Governors for the
Leader to Leader Institute.

Marriott International Initiatives

Association business partners are among the important stakeholders
that organizations can activate to expand the impact of their social
responsibility goals. Marriott International, for instance, is the largest
corporate supporter of the ASAE & The Center Social Responsibility
Initiative, providing $500,000 from the J. Willard and Alice S.
Marriott Foundation.

Marriott International is an industry leader on corporate social responsibility initiatives, and David Marriott, its Senior Vice President of Global
Sales, outlined a number of those efforts at the Summit. For example,
the company has committed $2 million to protect 1.4 million acres of
endangered rainforest through the newly created Amazonas
Sustainable Foundation.

Marriott also operates a Partnership with Youth career initiative that
is training young people, is a longtime partner with the Children’s
Miracle Network, and aligns its community outreach and social
responsibility activities with its well-known SERVE program.

“You as associations have tremendous potential to address social
responsibility issues,” Marriott said. “We look forward to being your
partner in this effort.”

David Marriott is the Senior Vice President of Global Sales at Marriott
International.
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“You as associations have tremendous potential to address social responsibility issues.
We look forward to being your partner in this effort.”
—David Marriott, Senior Vice President of Global Sales, Marriott International, Inc.,
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The company held its own Appreciative Inquiry conference, bringing
together all of its stakeholders (including its worst critics) to build a new,
more sustainable future. Today, the company is a member of the U.S.
Business Council on Sustainable Corporate Development and recently
received an award from the Michigan Audubon Society, the organization
that originally called Fairmount “moonrakers.”

Chuck Fowler, President & CEO of Fairmount Minerals, one of the largest
producers of industrial sand, told an inspirational story about how his
company, which was often derided as “moonrakers” for the perceived
harm done to the land by its operations, transformed itself into a muchlauded model of social responsibility within its industry.

Engaging Stakeholders and Critics

A key goal emerging from the Summit was to generate a voluntary set of
“Guiding Principles for Associations in Social Responsibility.” Stakeholders bringing perspectives from a range of professional, trade, and cause
organizations and business partners outlined the foundation for these
principles and will refine them in the coming months.

Guiding Principles for Social Responsibility

“At the Summit, we as a community learned that something doesn’t have
to be crystal clear to take a leap, and many associations are already
engaging in important social responsibility action,” said Susan Sarfati.
“In the future, the principles we develop will add even more structure and
purpose to associations’ social responsibility efforts.”

These association sector principles will align with universally accepted
principles contained in the United Nations Global Compact (www.unglobalcompact.org) regarding positive progress and expectations in areas
such as human rights, labor, education, poverty, hunger, health, the environment, and anti-corruption. One Summit work group proposed inviting
the United Nations secretary general to an ASAE & The Center Annual
Meeting & Exposition to accept the final document from the association
community in person.

“Sustainability is finding a way to take care of our needs while considering the needs of our children and the generations to come,” Fowler said.
His company now operates under what he calls the “three Ps” of social
responsibility: People, Planet, and Prosperity.
Fowler urged associations to do the same. “Imagine where we could
be with associations investing their time, talent, and treasures,” he said.
“Then imagine where we could be if your members are investing their
time, talent, and treasures.”
The company has worked extensively with David Cooperrider, who serves
as Fairmount Minerals Professor of Social Entrepreneurship at the Center for
Business as an Agent of World Benefit at Case Western Reserve University.
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“The future is already here – it is just not evenly distributed across the globe.
Associations need to be the force to work across sectors to deliver solutions.”
—Pamela Hemann, CAE, President, Association Management Services, Inc.
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Building a Social Responsibility Movement &
Next Steps
While the summit has ended, our journey as a sector, as unique organizations, and as committed individuals has only just begun. The stories
shared reveal that some associations are further along the sustainability
path than others, but this initiative is not a competition. It is the birth of a
movement—a process that may be, at times, messy and unfamiliar but that
holds out tremendous hope and opportunity. Throughout the Summit, we
heard repeatedly that we must not fear failure as together we pilot new
approaches, collaborate in innovative ways, and disintegrate long-held
boundaries.
Jeffrey Sachs, in an interview that will appear in an upcoming issue of
Associations Now, urged associations toward optimism and courage
leadership, repeating the words of President John F. Kennedy: “By defining our goal more clearly--by making it seem more manageable and less
remote--we can help all people to see it, to draw hope from it, and to
move irresistibly towards it.”
Summit participants have embraced that spirit with “commitment forms”
outlining personal pledges and deadlines for specific actions that will
continue the Summit momentum. Among the most common themes of these
pledges are
t BTTFNCMJOH4VNNJUEFCSJFmOHTFTTJPOTXJUITUBGGBOEMFBEFSTIJQBU
their associations to build enthusiasm and answer questions,
t QVSTVJOHDPOWFSTBUJPOTBCPVUTPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZXJUICPBSETPG
directors and other influential volunteers,
t BEEJOH43UPTUBGGNFFUJOHBHFOEBTFBDINPOUIXJUIBOFZFUPXBSE
integrating SR into annual work plans and overall organizational
strategies,
t CFDPNJOHBQFSTPOBMMZNPSFTPDJBMMZSFTQPOTJCMFJOEJWJEVBMBOE
professional,

t WPMVOUFFSJOHGPSPOFPSNPSFPGUIF8PSLJOH(SPVQTFNFSHJOHGSPN
the Summit, and

t FYBNJOJOHIPXUPFTUBCMJTIBOJOUFSOBMHSPVQUPGVSUIFSTUVEZ43
opportunities and alignment issues within their associations and
nonprofits.

The Working Groups have already been exchanging more ideas,
prioritizing tasks, and self-assigning specific responsibilities in virtual
project areas broken out on iCohere’s dynamic and collaborative Global
Summit community site [www.ovationnet.icohere.com, login is your e-mail;
“GlobalSummit” (one word) is the password]. A number of groups had
more than 100 posts within weeks of the Summit, and some are
developing rich online resource libraries to accelerate their progress.

One of the leading Working Groups, for instance, is developing a set of
social responsibility principles for the association sector. The principles, to
which all associations and nonprofits will be invited to sign and commit,
will likely be based on those adopted by the United Nations, as well as
UN partners such as the international consortium of business schools that
have pledged to promote SR in their curricula.

Led by Center President Mark Golden, this Working Group expects to
have draft principles ready for wider distribution and a comment period
by August 2008 at the Annual Meeting and Expo in San Diego. The
group hopes to invite the UN Secretary General to the 2009 Annual
Meeting and Expo to accept in person the completed principles and the
first list of pioneering signatories from our sector.

Most recently, in May and early June 2008, all of the working groups
have drafted sections for a “compendium report” that will be provided to
ASAE & The Center’s boards of directors before their August 2008 meetings. The sections, based on a template outlined in David Cooperrider’s
Summit workbook, identify working group leaders, priority tasks, and
short-, mid- and long-term goals. The boards will use the compendium
report, compiled suggestions from Summit brainstorming sessions, and
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other information to foster discussion of possible leadership roles for ASAE
& The Center in the coming year and beyond. From that debate will come
decisions about the direction of ASAE & The Center’s SR activities and
leadership priorities.
Until then, though, conversations and actions occurring within ASAE & The
Center mimic those sparked in hundreds of other associations represented
at the Summit: How might we best involve our members and business partners in a social responsibility movement? What new partnerships would
speed this strategy forward within our organization? What obvious projects could create some quick SR “wins” internally and externally? What
are other associations doing in this area that might transfer well to us?
ASAE & The Center staff have taken the extensive creative material generated by Summit participants and already started creating additional
resources, tools, templates, cases, and models around them for the Social
Responsibility Web site (www.asaecenter.org/socialresponsibility). As we
have heard from more trade and professional leaders already involved
in SR-related collaborations, we have been expanding our list of such
industry-wide initiatives and sharing it with other interested organizations
seeking partners on such issues as reducing poverty and hunger, boosting
literacy, “greening” an industry, and fighting disease. Much post-Summit
staff time also has been spent in one-on-one conversations with members
seeking specific advice or searching for tools and research to help them
launch or strengthen their SR initiatives.
In response, we continue to promote SR information and related association activities in our Acronym blog, Associations Now magazine, Journal
for Association Leadership, wiki, e-newsletters, and Web sites. We also
provide support for the community-building and project work occurring on
the iCohere site. Staff serve on multiple Working Groups, some of whose
members will be attending the 2008 Annual Meeting and Expo.
In San Diego, we have an expanded schedule of SR offerings, with at
least five SR education sessions, as well as special programming and
informal networking offered in not one, but two, Social Responsibil-

ity lounges. A Summit “reunion” reception is in the works, and a video
montage of the inspiring attendee stories filmed during the Summit will
premiere at the meeting.

Only two months after the Annual Meeting, Summit attendees are regrouping in October for a virtual “mini-summit” designed to encourage
participation by the broader association community, update the sector on
progress and accomplishments by the Working Groups, and maintain the
high enthusiasm created at the first-of-its-kind May event.

No one can say for sure what tangible accomplishments will occur as a
result of the Global Summit for Social Responsibility. New knowledge and
understanding, new connections and applications, take time to bubble up
and emerge into a “success” recognizable enough to claim.

And we already know that we are co-creating the roadmap toward
greater sustainability and stronger organizations, rather than following it.
Some of us, perhaps a lot of us, are bound to find ourselves off-track once
in a while. But that type of detour hasn’t stopped us in the past, and its
likelihood must not stop us now. Too much is at stake—from the future relevance and success of our own organizations, to the economic, social and
environmental health of the planet in which we operate. Summit attendees
got that, and they are taking that message back to their cubicles, corner
offices, and conference centers. Let’s hope that our sector is listening.

For More Information on ASAE & The Center’s
Social Responsibility Initiative

Visit www.asaecenter.org/socialresponsibility or contact Christopher
Wood, director of social responsibility, at cwood@asaecenter.org or
202-326-9554.

Offices are located at the ASAE & The Center Building, 1575 I St. NW,
Washington, DC 20005, P. 888-950-2723, F. 202-371-8315 or
P. 202-371-0940 (in Washington, DC).
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“We need to come out of the Summit with a common vision and understanding of what social responsibility is. This will
give us the foundation to truly come together and make a difference.”
—Elizabeth Kovacs, President & CEO, Association of Management Consulting Firms
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40Plus of Greater Washington
AARP Foundation
AARP Global Network
ACCSCT
ACORE
The Actors Studio
ADB Partners
ADSC: The International Association of Foundation
Drilling
Advocacy Communications International, Inc.
AHRI
AISE - International Association for Soaps, Detergents &
Maintenance Products
Algoma Family Services
Alliance For Innovation
The Aluminum Association
AMC Institute
American Academy of Neurology
American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Association for Laboratory Animal Science
American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American Association of University Women
American Bakers Association
American Beverage Association
American Ceramic Society
American Chamber of Commerce Executives
American Chemical Society
American College of Cardiology National Headquarters
American College of Healthcare Executives
American Dental Association
American Dental Education Association
American Dietetic Association
American Evaluation Association
American Forest Foundation
American Gas Association
American Group Psychotherapy Association

Participating Organizations
American Health Information Management Association
American Health Lawyers Association
American Hotel and Lodging Association
American Industrial Hygiene Association
The American Institute of Architects
American Library Association
American Lung Association
American Montessori Society
American Public Transportation Association
American Red Cross
American Society for Nutrition
"NFSJDBO4PDJFUZGPS2VBMJUZ
American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and
Oncology
American Society for Training and Development
American Society of Anesthesiologists
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Hematology
American Society of Naval Engineers
American Society of Plastic Surgeons
American Society of Safety Engineers
American Society of Travel Agents, Inc.
American Society on Aging
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
American Speech-Language-Hearing Foundation
American Staffing Association
American Trucking Associations
American University, School of Public Affairs
American Veterinary Medical Association Washington
Office
Americans for the Arts
America’s Promise Alliance
AMVETS National Headquarters
Ann Oliveri Consulting
Aperian Global
API
Applied Systems Client Network
ASAE & The Center for Association Leadership
Assn of Public-Safety Communications Officials Intl, Inc.
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Associated Builders and Contractors
Associated Luxury Hotels
Association and Society Management International, Inc.
Association for Career and Technical Education
Association for Healthcare Documentation Integrity
Association Global Services
Association Headquarters, Inc.
Association Internet Radio Network
Association Management + Marketing Resources
Association Management Services, Inc.
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
Association of College and University Housing Officers
International
Association of Corporate Travel Executives
Association of Film Commissioners International
Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers
Association of Independent Corrugated Converters
Association of Management Consulting Firms
Association of Moving Image Archivists
Association of Nurses in AIDS Care
Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals
Association of School Business Officials International
Association of the United States Army
Association of the Wall and Ceiling Industries
International
Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric, and Neonatal
Nurses
Association on Higher Education and Disability
Association Strategies, Inc.
Association Vision
Australian Practice Nurses Association
Automated Graphic Systems
Baltimore Area Convention and Visitors Association
Barrera Associates, Inc.
BBB Wise Giving Alliance
Bequiessence Consulting
BET Foundation
Big Brothers Big Sisters - Amachi, Texas
Biomedical Engineering Society

“Every association has powerful resources to bring to the table to advance social responsibility.
We need to reach out and understand how to connect, and that’s what the Summit did.”
—Jim McCarthy, President & CEO, Snack Food Association
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Biotechnology Industry Organization
Booz Allen Hamilton
Boston College Center for Coporate Citizenship
The Boston Soap Box Derby Incorporated
Bostrom Corporation
Boxwood Technology, Inc.
BrownFlynn
Building Owners and Managers Association International
Bureau Veritas
Cable and Telecommunications Association for Marketing
Calvert
The Campus Kitchens Project
Canadian Society of Association Executives
Canadian Tourism Commission
Capitol Advantage
Case Western Reserve University
Cate Bower Communications
Catholic Charities USA
CCA Global Partners
Cekan Consulting
Center for International Private Enterprise
Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce
Certified General Accountants Association of Manitoba
CIAA - Confederation of the Food & Drinks Industries
COLIPA- European Cosmetic Toiletry and Perfumery
Association
Colorado Association of Realtors, Inc.
Committee for Education Funding
The Communicators, Inc.
Connecticut Association of Optometrists
CONSIDER
The Construction Specifications Institute
Consulting to Associations and Non-Profits
The Convene Green Alliance
Core Concept Solutions, LLC
Corporate Sustainability Alliance
Corporation for a Skilled Workforce
Cotton Council International
Council of Landscape Architectural Registration Boards
Craft and Hobby Association
CRK Communications

CSCC
CSR Asia
The d3 Group
DelCor Technology Solutions, Inc.
Dept of Health and Human Services
Destination Marketing Association International
DFM Consulting, Inc.
Direct Marketing Association
Direct Selling Association
Direct Selling Education Foundation
Donors Forum of Wisconsin
Dynamic Communication
EAA - European Aluminium Association
The Earth Institute at Columbia University
Eastern Shore Association of Realtors
ECCO - The European Cancer Conference
Ecological Society of America
Edison Electric Institute
Egress International
Eisenstodt Associates LLC
Electronic Industries Alliance
Engineers Without Borders - USA
Ere-S
ESTRO - European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and
Oncology
EUROANAESTHESIA
Ewald Consulting, Inc.
EWFA- European Window Film Association
Experient
The Expo Group
Family Firm Institute, Inc.
Fidler Consulting and Coaching
Follow Your Compass
Freeman Philanthropic Services LLC
Friends of the World Food Program
Fulbright Association
Gaylord Hotels
Gifts in Kind International
Global Cold Chain Alliance
Goetz Printing Company
Goodwill Industries International, Inc.
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GRC Direct
Hargrove Incorporated
Health Care Without Harm
Heart Rhythm Society
HI-USA
Holland & Knight
Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Portland
HomeCare Association of Louisiana
IBM Global Services
ICF
iCohere, Inc.
Idea Architects
IEEE
IEEE Asia Pacific Operation Centre
IHG InterContinental Hotels Group
Illinois Association of School Boards
Illinois Soybean Association
in transition
Independent Bankers Association of Texas
Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of
New York, Inc.
Indianapolis Convention and Visitors Association
Indonesia Business Links
Information Systems Audit and Control Association
Institute for Accelerative Learning, Teaching and Research
Institute for Corporate Diectors
Institute for Project leadership
Institute for Supply Management
Institute for Technology and Management
Instituto de Ciencia Politica
Intercontinental Hotel Group
Interel
International Association of Business Communicators
International Association of Plastics Distribution
International Municipal Lawyers Association
International Real Estate Federation U.S. Chapter
International Sleep Products Association
International Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse
and Neglect
International Theos Foundation
ISN - International Society of Nephrology

“In the process of doing good, we need to do it well, so we don’t lose momentum.
We need the tools and resources to engage the larger community of 287 million people.”

—Arlene A. Pietranton, Ph.D., CAE, Executive Director, American Speech Language Hearing Association
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Jackson Consulting , Inc.
JBS International Inc.
JCMV Consulting
JDG Associates Limited
Jewish Labor Committee
Kappa Omicron Nu
Kellen Company
KnowledgeWorks Foundation
Kong & Allan
Kwantlen University College
LarsonAllen LLP
League of American Bicyclists
Leahy Management Group, LLC
The Learning Studio, Inc.
The Management Association of Illinois
The Management Consultants Corporation
Mariner Management and Marketing LLC
Marriott International, Inc.
Maryland Onsite Wastewater Recycling Association
MCI
MCI Asia Pacific
MCI Brussels
MCI Singapore
McLean County Farm Bureau
Meeting Consultant
Meeting Professionals International
The Meetings Group/Pention Media
Mercer County Builders Association
Merrill Lynch
Mexico Tourism Board
MGM Grand
Michigan Townships Association
Microsoft Corporation
The Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society
Minnesota Salon and Spa Professional Association
Montenegro Business Alliance
Mortgage Bankers Association
MPI
Multiple Sclerosis Association of America
N.I.H.
NAFYR

Nashville Convention and Visitors Bureau
National Association for Gifted Children
National Association of Affordable Housing Lenders
National Association of Bond Lawyers
National Association of Children’s Hospitals and Related
Institutions
National Association of College and University Business
Officers
National Association of Convenience Stores
National Association of Counties
National Association of Elementary School Principals
National Association of Enrolled Agents
National Association of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners
National Association of REALTORS
National Association of School Psychologists
National Association of Social Workers
National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors
National Athletic Trainers Association, Inc.
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
National Business Travel Association
National Catholic Development Conference
National Confectioners Association
National Court Reporters Association
National Credit Union Foundation
National Endowment for Financial Education
National Fenestration Rating Council
National School Boards Association
National Stone, Sand & Gravel Association
National Upper Cervical Chiropractic Association
National Western Stock Show and Rodeo
NATSO, Inc.
NC Academy of Trial Lawyers
NCB Capital Impact
Neediest Kids - A Bridge to Success
New Mexico Association for the Education of Young
Children
New York Univ/Wagner
Newspaper Association of America
Nonprofit Connectors
North Carolina Academy of Trial Lawyers
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North Carolina Association of Insurance and Financial
Advisors
North of Boston Convention and Visitors Bureau
Olcott Consulting Group
Oncology Nursing Society
Over The Horizon Consulting, LLC
Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation
Pan American Development Foundation
Parks and People
Pennsylvania Association of Realtors
People Power Unlimited, LLC
PFM
Plan Your Meetings
PPAI
Principled Innovation LLC
Produce Marketing Association
Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA)
Project Management Institute
2VPUB*OUFSOBUJPOBM *OD
Raffa, P.C.
Raleigh Convention & Visitors Bureau
Rebecca Leet and Associates
Recreation and Welfare Association
Research Center for Leadership in Action
Research Institutes Fragrance Materials, Inc.
The Resource Network
Retail Industry Leaders Association
RISE
RJM Consultants
The Rochelle Organization, Inc.
Rolyat Corp. Ltd.
Rutgers University
Salt Lake Convention and Visitors Bureau Eastern Region
San Diego Convention Center Corporation
Save the Children Organzation
Schiller Center
School Nutrition Association
The Schuster Kane Alliance, Inc.
SCIAR
ShadowLight Photography
Shanghai Business Review

“Each of us has an inherent desire to help others – it’s a connection we share deep in our souls.
When we can use our skills, talents, and professional roles to do this, it gives us energy and
satisfaction that helps fulfill our lives. That’s the personal ROI of social responsibility.”
—Al Rickard, CAE, President, Association Vision
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Shanghai Convention Bureau
4IBOHIBJ2VBMJUZ&EVDBUJPO5SBJOJOH$FOUFS4IBOHIBJ
"DBEFNZPG2VBMJUZ.BOBHFNFOU
SharedXpertise
The Sherwood Group, Inc.
SICOT - Society of Orthopaedic Surgery and
Traumatology
Signature i, LLC
Singapore Compact
Singapore Heart Foundation
Singleton Pte Ltd
SmithBucklin Corporation
Snack Food Association
Social Enterprise Alliance
Society for Human Resource Management
Society for Industrial & Organizational Psychology
Society for Neuroscience
Society of American Florists
Society of Association Executives-Philippines
Society of Interventional Radiology
Society of National Association Publications
Solutions by Connell, LLC
Special Libraries Association
Specialty Graphic Imaging Association
SRL Partners
Starwood Hotels and Resorts
Stewart Strategies Group LLC
Strategies for Associations
Success Works Pty Ltd
SunTrust Bank
Tecker Consultants LLC
Tennessee Association of Mental Health Organizations
Tennessee Concrete Association
Texas Veterinary Medical Association
TISD-Turkish Institute for Security and Democracy
TMA Resources, Inc.
Tourism Toronto
Tourism Vancouver
Tradeshow Logistics
Travel Industry Association of America
Travel Portland

Tucker and Associates
Turnaround Management Association
U.S. Green Building Council
U.S. Partnership for Education for Sustainable
Development
UIA - Union of International Associations
UITP - International Association of Public Transport
United Nations Global Compact
United Way of America
Upper Cervical Research Foundation
URAC
Urgent Message LLC
US Agency for International Development
US Civilian Research & Development Foundation
US Green Building Council
USA TODAY
USAE
Utah Hospitals and Health Systems Association
UW-Madison Division of University Housing
Venable LLP
Visit Charlotte
The Vision Council
Volunteers of America
Votenet Solutions, Inc.
VSA Arts
Walt Disney World Resort
Washington Public Utility Districts Association
Whorton Marketing & Research
Whyte House Associates
The Wilderness Society
Wisconsin Dental Association, Inc.
Wisconsin Homecare Organization
Women in Cable Telecommunications, Inc.
Women in Government
Women’s Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor
World Citizen Consulting, LLC
YWCA USA
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“Our work here is not yet done, in 2020, we will use our second life—no, our second future—of
Appreciative Inquiry to create a virtual network, filled with avatars of project managers,
health care professionals, meeting planners, scientists and engineers, and yes, consultants!
We will use these principles to let the 287 million ASAE constituents,
as virtual participants, determine how they will engage.”
—Richard Love, Manager, Technology Services, American Chemical Society
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iCohere Technology Enhanced the Global Summit on Social Responsibility

For many, participating in the Global Summit on Social Responsibility required only a computer, an Internet connection, an interest in
social responsibility, and a willingness to share their dreams for a better world.

As co-creator for the Global Summit, iCohere partnered with ASAE & The Center to design a new kind of summit—one that harnessed the
creative energy of participants, in person and online, to discover new and innovative approaches to social responsibility.

iCohere worked jointly with ASAE & The Center for the entire project. From planning, designing, and implementing, to facilitating and
sustaining, iCohere provided not only software, but also comprehensive consulting and advising. Using existing technology, the iCohere
platform was reconfigured to meet all the Global Summit’s needs.

Following the Appreciative Inquiry process, the Global Summit led directly from discussion into action—and work still goes on in the Global
Summit website, www.asaecenter.org/globalsummit. Association leaders crafted principles and guidelines with aims to motivate and help
the association sector incorporate SR into their strategic plans. Participants continue to use the Global Summit website to track their work
and stay connected with fellow participants.

iCohere believes technology serves to take these types of projects to the next level. Enabling hundreds of participants to connect virtually
demanded a fully collaborative website that included streaming and archived video, virtual roundtables, project work areas, photo albums,
networking directories, and discussion forums. These tools, along with an inclusive and innovative design, helped foster connections between participants and cultivate new ideas on social responsibility in the association community.
$POUBDU*OGPXXXJDPIFSFDPNtJOGP!JDPIFSFDPNt

“I have been a technology lover for a while, but this experience so affirmed my belief in the power of people
to connect through virtual tools. This experience via a Connected Site and then the virtual summit space met
and exceeded all of my expectations. Although I missed the personal dimensions of face-to-face, I really found
myself engaged, active, and connecting with people—literally around the world.”
—a Global Summit participant
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“We are one single interconnected web with everyone everywhere on this planet.
We are inseparable.”
—Pascal Kaplan, Ph.D., CEO and architect, iCohere, Inc.,
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The Wall of Social Responsibility provides a very powerful way to depict enthusiasm for social
responsibility efforts within our community.

It demonstrates a collective desire to create smart business practices that improve society, the global economy, and the environment.
Express your reflections and opinions about positive change through images, quotes, stories, or links to videos about why social
responsibility is so important.

Stand up and be counted!

Sponsored by

Make a contribution to Social Responsibility through ASAE & The Center for Association Leadership—post your images, text, or
video messages to the Wall!
It’s easy, go to www.asaecenter.org/wallofsocialresponsibility and complete the online process.
“Picture blocks” are just $99 each (which is tax deductible).
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—Peter J. Moran, EVP and CEO, Society of American Florists

“For any executives wondering how social responsibility
affects their members, remember this: Your members are
already there. From big corporations like Wal-Mart to the
smallest businesses out there, social responsibility initiatives
are part of their mission.”

—Joe Isaacs, CAE, Executive Director,
Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric, and Neonatal Nurses

“Associations have been given special exemptions
for being public purpose institutions. Now we have
the opportunity to justify this status by truly being
socially responsible to an even broader community
known as the global family.”
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